
 

IP--Indigenous Psychologies Curricula  

 

From: Linda Waimarie Nikora  

Dear Louise,  

I know this question has been asked previously in this forum but I have not been able to 

track any discussion threads.  

I am developing a graduate paper titled Indigenous Psychologies' and wonder if any 

others on the list have done similarly? I would be grateful for any resources like course 

outlines or helpful readings that members of the network are willing to share.  

Manaakitanga,  

Professor Linda Waimarie Nikora Director, Maori & Psychology Research Unit, University 

of Waikato, PB3105, Hamilton, New Zealand http://www.waikato.ac.nz/go/mpru  

 

 

From: Dr. Louise Sundararajan <louiselu@frontiernet.net> Date: Thu, Mar 12, 2015 at 

6:06 PM  

Dear All,  

Some time ago Linda Waimarie Nikora inquired about curriculum for IP courses.  

There may not be ready made curriculum, but I suggest we share our list of must reads:  

Here is one:  

Teo, T., & Febbraro, A. R. (2003). Ethnocentrism as a form of intuition in psychology. 

Theory & Psychology, vol, 13(5), 673-694.  

See attached “TeoFeb2003Ethnoc”  

Enjoy,  

Louise 

 

Sent: Saturday, March 28, 2015 8:34 PM 

 

From: Frederick Leong <fleong@msu.edu> 

  

Hi Louise: 

 

As requested, here is the link to the Internationalizing the Psychology Curriculum in 

the United States volume edited by Wade Pickren, Mark Leach, Anthony Marsella 

and I: 

http://www.springer.com/us/book/9781461400721 

 

Given the recent discussions on internationalizing the curriculum on the list, this may 

be of interest to the group. Appended below is a brief overview to the volume and 

attached is a PDF of the Table of Contents. 

 

Best regards, Fred 

mailto:fleong@msu.edu
http://www.springer.com/us/book/9781461400721


ABOUT THE BOOK:  

The psychology community recognizes that cultivating an international 

worldview is crucial not only to professionals and researchers, but more 

importantly, for professors and students of psychology as well. It is critically 

necessary for psychologists to learn from their colleagues who are working in 

different cultural contexts in order to develop the type of knowledge and 

psychological understanding of human behavior that will be maximally useful 

to practitioners and researchers alike. 

This volume, Internationalizing the Psychology Curriculum in the United 

States, provides information and resources to help psychology faculty 

educate and train future generations of psychologists within a much more 

international mindset and global perspective. Recognizing that cultural 

context are central to a true and accurate psychology, the authors describes 

how cultural, economic, political, and social factors in different countries 

frame individual experience and affect the science and practice of psychology. 

Each of the chapters will provide a content-specific overview of how the 

curriculum in psychology with regards to social, development, clinical, 

counseling psychology, etc will need to be modified in order to present a 

much more global view of psychology.  

  

___________________________________________________ 

 

Frederick T.L. Leong, Ph.D. 

Professor of Psychology and Psychiatry 

Director, Consortium for Multicultural Psychology Research (CMPR) 

Department of Psychology  

Psychology Building 

316 Physics Road, Suite 136 

Michigan State University  

East Lansing, MI  48824-1116 

http://psychology.msu.edu?netid=fleong 

http://psychology.msu.edu/cmpr/ 

http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=FZoyAK8AAAAJ 

 

Office Tel: 517-353-9925 

Office Fax: 517-353-1652 

Administrative Assistant's Tel: 517-432-2299 

Email: fleong@msu.edu 

Skype name: frederick.leong 

 

Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry, Michigan State University 

http://www.psychiatry.msu.edu/index.html 

 

Honorary Chair Professor, Shanghai Normal University 
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http://www.shnu.edu.cn/Default.aspx?alias=www.shnu.edu.cn/shnuen 

 

Advisory Board Member, MSU Asian Pacific American Studies Program 

http://www.msu.edu/~apaspec/ 

 

Faculty Member, MSU Asian Studies Center 

http://asia.isp.msu.edu/ 

 

Associate Editor, American Psychologist (2013-2015): 

http://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/amp/index.aspx 

 

Editor, Book Series on Cultural, Racial and Ethnic Psychology 

APA Division 45: Society for the Psychological Study of 

Ethnic Minority Issues  

http://www.apa.org/divisions/div45/ 

http://www.apa.org/divisions/div45/publications.htm#bookseries 

 

Editor, Book Series from MSU Symposium on Multicultural Psychology 

Consortium for Multicultural Psychology Research (CMPR) 

Published by APA Books 

http://psychology.msu.edu/cmpr/msu_symposium.aspx 

 

Series Editor, Cambridge Handbooks of Applied Psychology, Cambridge University 

Press 

http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic 

 

Member, Board of Directors of the Society of Clinical Psychology (Section 6 

Representative, 2014-2016) 

http://www.div12.org/governance/ 

 

Co-Chair, Internationalization Task Force, Society for the Advancement of 

Psychotherapy (APA Division 29) 

http://societyforpsychotherapy.org/ 

 

Member, American Psychologist Obituary Advisory Committee 

(2004-present) 

 

Director, APA Advanced Training Institute on Research Methods with Diverse Racial 

and Ethnic Groups (2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015) 

http://www.apa.org/science/resources/ati/res-diversity.aspx  

 

Director, Culture and Suicide Research Network 

http://psychology.msu.edu/cmpr/culture_and_suicide_research_network.aspx 
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